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Annotation: 
The PhD thesis is aimed to describe the adhesion mechanism of the metal surface in the 
interaction with the coating rubber in general as well as directly used for automotive 
application. In accordance to the function of the metal part, which mainly transfers the high 
dynamic loading condition applied on the loaded part, the separation of the metal and coating 
rubber could have a fatal consequence on functionality of complex assembly. Such damage 
could lead to the change in assembly behaviour, which is fixed over the rubber-metal 
component to the car, but in the critical case to the total failure of the component. Thus the 
complex description of adhesion mechanism and its optimisation is of high scientific as well 
as industrial interest. Experimental part of the work will lead to evaluation of measuring 
methodology for smart description of rubber-metal adhesion in laboratory scale at quasi-
static as well as dynamic loading conditions. From the theoretical point of view, the definition 
of numerical model of the rubber-metal adhesion will be described and by using of finite 
element analyse (FEA) implemented in to the calculation of mechanical behaviour of such 
components. Finally the transfer of the numerical model from laboratory scale to real 
automotive products will be taken in to the account. In fine the FEA Mode of the rubber-metal 
bonding with respect to the broad range of loading conditions will be evaluated. 
 

Requirements:  

Good knowledge of English, creative abilities, skills for working in physical-chemical 
laboratory. Working experience with FEM software. 
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